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I begin this report with a mini 5 page tutorial.

The Bearish Rising Wedge

In ann up trend channel the support and resistance lines

that define the price action are parallel. See page 5. In a

rising wedge the support and resistance lines converge.

See page 6. The up trend channel is bullish because the

parallel support and resistance lines reveal that the up-

side momentum is maintained as prices advance. The ris-

ing wedge is a bearish reversal pattern because the con-

verging support and resistance lines betray waning up-

side momentum as prices advance.

Market Psychology:

Waning Optimism - Bulls Losing Confidence

Trends never turn on a dime without prior warning. In the

rising wedge the warning  signal is the wedge shape it-

self. What creates the wedge shape? This is the result of

smaller and shorter rallies as the price advances and more

and more extensive corrections between the increasingly

short lived rallies. The rising wedge is a slowing ascent

that is gradually but inexorably losing momentum.

The Break Down

It would be great if every break down below an up trend

support line was followed by a rebound that retested the

old support line. However such second chances to sell are

extremely rare when a rising wedge breaks down.

The Rising Wedge

Sell Signal

Break below the

support line.



Warning Signal

The bearish warning signal in

a rising wedge is the shape

of the wedge itself.

Warning Signal

Failure to retest the

wedge resistance line.

44444

Downside Target

Subtract the distance at the widest

point of the wedge from the point

at which the wedge breaks down

below the support line.

Tutorial page 1 of 5
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Rising Wedge

2Oil daily spot chart

Jan to May 2005

The Rising Wedge

In a rising wedge the advance fails to sustain the

initial momentum that was present at the start

of the advance. The waning momentum produces

support and resistance lines that converge as the

price advances. By contrast, in an up trend chan-

nel the initial momentum is maintained and the

result are parallel support and resistance lines.

Tutorial page 2 of 5
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Rising Wedge

GasOil daily spot chart

Jun to Oct 1995

Rising Wedge

The rising wedge is a picture of waning upside

momentum and increasing doubts on the part

of the bulls. Here is a classic example of the

increasing downside risk that a rising wedge

creates. Look what happens when this wedge

support line finally breaks

Tutorial page 3 of 5
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The Bullish Up Trend Channel

• The two charts on this page and the next

cover the same exact time period.

• On this page we see a bullish up trend

channel unfold.

• On the next page we see a bearish rising

wedge unfold.

Bullish Up trend Channel

Germany - DAX - weekly

April 2011 to present

Tutorial page 4 of 5
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Bearish Rising Wedge

Greece - Athex 20  - weekly

April 2011 to present

The Bearish Rising Wedge

• From the previous page there is no debating

that the advance from the late 2011 low in

the DAX was a bullish up trend channel.

• And there is no debating that the rebound

from the 2012 low in the Athex 20 was a

bearish rising wedge.

Memory Aid

• Up trend channel = Germany

• Rising Wedge = Greece

Tutorial page 5 of 5
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OEX ( S&P 100 ) -monthly Bubbles and Trend Lines

From 1999 my advice has been to evacuate the stock market on a decisive

break below the multi-year up trend support line  - once the index reveals

evidence that a bubble is inflating. The critical evidence that a bubble is

inflating is extended bearish RSI divergence on weekly and monthly charts.

This is an RSI phenomena unique to major, world class bubbles.
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OEX ( S&P 100 ) -weekly - with 14 bar RSI

Extended Bearish RSI Divergence

On a weekly chart the 14 bar RSI peaked back in May of 2013.

To call this extended bearish RSI divergence is a bit of an

understatement. This is a dead give away that a bubble is

inflating. See also next page.
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OEX ( S&P 100 ) -monthly - with 14 bar RSI

Extended Bearish RSI Divergence

On a monthly chart the 14 bar RSI peaked back in November

of 2014. On this scale the bearish divergence is going on five

months already. This is clearly extended bearish RSI

divergencet. And this signals that a bubble is inflating.
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The Bearish Rising  Wedge - a peaking pattern

As noted in the recent weekly reports an “a”=“c” bull market

correction down from the 931.88 high placed critical support

at the 890.00 level. That level held and a rebound ensued.

What the bulls need now is a rally that is powerful enough and

sustained enough to turn the bearish rising wedge into a bullish

up trend channel. Anything less will still leave a bearish rising

wedge, a peaking pattern.

OEX ( S&P 100 Index ) - daily
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NYSE Composite Index - daily

US Equity Indices: the land of the bearish rising wedge

Every major US stock index betrays a bearish rising wedge up

from the lows of mid-October 2014. This includes the OEX, the

SPX, the DJIA,  the Nasdaq, and the Russell 2000. In my mind

the fact of all these ominous peaking patterns definitely evoke

memories of that ‘Sell by May then go away’ proverb.
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S&P 500 Index - daily

S&P 500 Index - Another Bearish Rising  Wedge

• Different index, same ominous pattern.

• In all of these wedge patterns the bears need a decisive

break below the wedge support line to get a sell signal.

• The bullish need enough of a break out to the upside to

create a bullish up trend channel.

• The vertical red line is a reminder of the ancient “Sell by

May then Go Away” proverb.
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Nasdaq: the mother of all rising wedges

No reference to a rising wedge in US equity

indices can avoid citing the Nasdaq. With all

rising wedges, regardless of what market they

occur, our focus is the wedge support line.

The decisive break of a rising wedge suppport

line is a sell signal. And the larger the rising

wedge, the more significant the sell signal.

Nasdaq Composite Index - monthly
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Nasdaq Composite Index - daily

Nasdaq: mini wedge at the top of the maxi wedge

And what do we find wedged inside the top of the

just cited humongous rising wedge in the Nasdaq? We

find another bearish rising wedge.

Why is a  Rising  Wedge a Peaking Pattern

• In a bullish up trend channel the support and resistance

lines are parallel, indicating that the upside momentum

is being maintained.

• The converging support and resistance lines that define a

rising wedge warn of waning upside momentum. This re-

veals an old, exhausted bull - a peaking pattern.
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Russell 2000 Index - daily

The Russell Rising Wedge

Small caps.

Big rising wedge.
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Dow Jones Industrial Average - weekly

DJIA - nearing pivotal resistance

From the mid-Octovber low of 15855.12 my pivotal

long term resistance for the DJIA has been the

18747.00 level. And what has the DJIA been doing

since the mid-October 2014 lows as pivotal resistance

is approaching ? The DJIA  has been churning out a

bearish rising wedge.

See also next page.

Rising Wedge within an Up Trend Channel

Here we have the fascination juxatoposition of a bear-

ish rising wedge inside a bullish up trend channel.

In this case I think what is hapening is that the DJIA is

forming a diagonal triangle wave -V-. A diagonal tri-

angle fifth wave unfolds then the third wave exten-

sion advances goes too far too fast. A diagonal tri-

angle is typically shapes like a rising wedge.
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Dow Jones Industrial Average - daily

Bearish Rising Wedge

Here I zoom in on the rising wedge

within the up trend channel, from the

mid-October low, and approaching

the pivotal resistance.

( I )

17991.19

( III )

18288.63
( V )?

18358.05

17585.01

( IV )

17037.76

( II )

Diagonal Trangle Wave -V-

• What would a textbook perfect, low volatility diagonal

triangle look like?

• The wave (III) would be .618 of the wave (I) up. Here the

wave (III) is .6 of wave ( I ).

• And the final  wave (V) would be .618 of the wave (III) up.

Here that would mean a 18358.00 area wave (V) peak.

For more on a diagonal triangle wave

five see pages 93 to 95 of my tuto-

rial ‘ Elliott Wave Analysis.’ The next

page is reprinted from that page 93



93

Diagonal Triangle Fifth Wave

U n i t e d - I C A PD iagona l  Tr i ang l e  F i f t h  Wave

“1”

“2”

“3”

“4”

“5”
Diagonal Triangle Fifth Wave

A diagonal triangle fifth waves results when the trend of the

waves one through three goes too far too fast. The result is a

fifth wave that breaks all the standard rules of the five wave

pattern. The model of the diagonal triangle fifth wave at

right highlights just how unusual this pattern is. There are

three major characteristics that mark the diagonal triangle

fifth wave as unique among five wave moves.

1. The overall shape of the move is a wedge. It is not shaped

like a trend channel. Hence the term diagonal triangle.

2. Perhaps most unusual is the fact that in the diagonal tri-

angle fifth wave every leg is an ABC type pattern. Not just

the corrective waves two, and four - even the “impulse”

moves, waves one, three, and five are ABC type patterns.

3. Finally the waves one and four typically overlap - and not

just marginally.

For anyone not familiar with the unique details of a diagonal

triangle fifth wave, coming across it after an otherwise typi-

cal sequence of waves one, two, three, and four can be com-

pletely baffling. The confusion that comes from being un-

aware of the structure of a diagonal triangle fifth wave can

leave one unprepared for the powerful trend reversal that is

now fast approaching.

The wedge shape is highlighted by the

red resistance and green support lines

The overlap between waves one and

four is highlighted by the blue line
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Extended Dow Theory Sell Signal

A ‘Dow Theory’ sell signal is given when the Industrials make

new highs but the Transports fail to make a new high. In Dow

Theory his non-confirmation signals that a bear market in on

tap. As reported earlier the Transports peaked back in late

November 2014. The Industrials made two higher highs since,

in late December 2014 and again in mid-February 2015. There

is nothing bullish about this non-confirmation. The fact that it

stretches over such an extended period of time does not make

it bullish. It makes it even more worrisome.
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What next for Crude Oil IF...

From mid-2014 Crude Oil prices proved entirely

capable of collapsing  without any help from stock

market weakness. However since January Crude

has been congesting, And it is not entirely clear

whether this Crude Oil congestion is bottoming or

the prelude to another leg down. If 2008 tells us

anything it tells us that a sharp break lower in the

stock market would not be bullish for crude prices.


